Abstract. OBSCURE is a specification language for abstract data types. It differs from classical specification languages by handling models rather than theories. The goal of the paper is to present a complete and precise description of OBSCURE.
Introduction
The specification of abstract data types has been studied extensively during the last decade (see e.g. [4, 36] ). In particular several specification methods have been proposed. A specification drawn up according to an algebraic or axiomatic specification method essentially consists of a set of formulas in a given logic. This logic may be, for instance, equational logic or first-order predicate logic. The semantics of a specification is then defined as a particular class of models of this set of formulas. This class may be, for instance, the class of all models, or the class of the so-called initial models. In the latter case the different models of the class are isomorphic to each other and one speaks of initial semantics. One speaks of loose semantics when the class contains models that are not isomorphic to each other. On the other hand a specification drawn up according to a constructive specification method is provided with an operational semantics and is therefore called executable [7, 19, 24] . Such a specification typically defines a single model. Drawing up a specification according to a given specification method is called specification-in-the-small. Henceforth such a specification is called an atomic specification.
To be feasible the design of large specifications has to be modularized. This may be achieved by using a specification language. Essentially, a specification language builds specifications out of atomic specifications. Several specification languages have been proposed, for instance Clear [6, 30] , OBJ3 [14] , ACT-ONE [10] , ACT-TWO [12] , PLUSS [2] , ASL [37] , ASF [1] , Extended ML [31] and, more recently, SPECTRAL [21] and SPECTRUM [5] . Drawing up a specification with the help of a specification language is called specification-in-the-large.
The goal of the present paper is to present one more specification language. It is called OBSCURE 1 and differs from classical specification languages in at least one of the following aspects. In order to simplify the wording the discussion is restricted to the case of non-loose semantics.
First, a specification in OBSCURE is not interpreted as an algebra but as a functor mapping algebras into algebras. Roughly speaking, one may consider OBSCURE to be a language for module specifications (in the sense of [11] ) or, equivalently, for parameterized specifications. In this respect OBSCURE bears similarities to specification languages such as ACT-TWO.
The following feature of OBSCURE is more fundamental. As indicated above a specification language is used to put specifications together. Having been developed for algebraic and/or axiomatic specification methods classical specification languages put theories together; to this end the language identifies a specification with the theory induced by its set of formulas. Instead, OBSCURE puts functors together by identifying a specification with the mathematical object it represents. Hence OBSCURE constitutes a specification language for parameterized algebras (in the sense of [32] ) or --in the case of loose semantics --for parameterized classes (in the sense of [21] ). By this feature OBSCURE bears similarities to, for instance, the specification language Extended ML. A further discussion of this subtle but fundamental difference with classical specification languages may be found in Section 7. Let us here just mention two important consequences. First, putting together "incompatible" specifications leads to logical inconsistency rather than to non-persistency. In fact, mathematical objects that are put together cannot alter each other; at most, they may induce a logical contradiction. Second, OBSCURE is independent from the specification method used for specification-in-the-small; the reason is that OBSCURE handles the objects represented by the specifications rather than the specifications themselves.
Some constructs of the specification language OBSCURE make use of formulas. An example of such a construct is the one which induces parameter constraints. The specification language OBSCURE does not fix the logic of these formulas. In this sense OBSCURE has a flavor of institution-independence and bears similarity to ASL.
OBSCURE clearly distinguishes between specifications and modules. Informally, modules are specifications provided with a name and are used to build up an "environment" (or "library") of specifications.
Modules may be parameterized by sorts and/or operations. An example of (a declaration of) a module is LIST (sorts element). A module is turned into a specification by an instantiation such as LIST (sorts natural). This contrasts with other specification languages in which parameters are modules rather than sorts and/or operations.
It is interesting to note that OBSCURE possesses two parameterization concepts: functors (i.e. parameterized algebras) and parameterized modules. Semantically these concepts are similar but methodologically they are quite different: parameterized algebras have to do with refinement (i.e. the specification of not yet specified data i The name is intended to avoid any confusion with the specification language Clear. types) while parameterized modules have to do with reusability (i.e. the instantiation of "multiple-use" specifications). In other words, the parameters of a parameterized algebra are sorts and operations that have still to be specified; the parameters of a parameterized module are "formal" sorts and operations --where the notion "formal" is used in the sense of formal parameters of a procedure.
Contrasting with other specification languages OBSCURE has two constructs allowing to explicitly build subalgebras and quotient algebras.
Compared to more recent specification languages --such as SPECTRAL and SPECTRUM --OBSCURE has a very simple syntax and semantics at the expense of less powerful constructs. In particular, OBSCURE does not provide subsorts, polymorphism or higher-order operations.
Section 2 presents an informal overview of the specification language OBSCURE and contains examples illustrating the different constructs. Section 3 introduces the terminology used. Section 4 describes a subset of OBSCURE called the kernel language. The full language is described in Section 5. The next section comments on the practical use of OBSCURE. In particular, it shortly presents a tool that constitutes a specification environment for OBSCURE and that is being used within the research project KORSO of the German government (BMFT). Finally, Section 7 discusses some extensions such as the use of loose specifications.
An informal overview
The goal of this section is to provide an overview of the specification language OB-SCURE. To this end the main constructs of the language are illustrated by examples. The treatment is very informal but the reader knowing other specification languages may get a flavor of OBSCURE. The context-free grammar of Appendix 1 may be helpful. On the other hand the reader who is mainly interested in the formal concepts of the language may skip this section or parts of it.
While specification-in-the-small is outside the scope of OBSCURE we start by giving some toy examples of atomic specifications in Section 2.1. The main reason is that ultimately any specification has to contain atomic specifications. Section 2.2 introduces modules. The most important section is Section 2.3 illustrating the different constructs of the language. Finally, Section 2.4 presents some more elaborate examples.
Atomic specifications
Being a language for specification-in-the-large OBSCURE does not fix the syntax and semantics of atomic specifications. Instead, it merely assumes that an atomic specification stands for a functor mapping algebras of an "imported" signature into algebras of "exported" signature. Atomic specifications may be drawn up according to any specification method and may even be pieces of code such as Ada packages. In the two examples now following we use a "self-explaining" syntax and we illustrate the algebraic specification method with initial semantics and the algorithmic specification method of [24] respectively.
The following atomic specification is drawn up according to the algebraic specification method with conditional equational logic and initial semantics. It is intended to specify lists of natural numbers: 
endatom
This atomic specification is interpreted as a (partial) functor mapping algebras of the imported signature into algebras of the exported signature. The imported signature consists of the sorts and operations following the keyword import; the exported signature additionally contains the sorts and operations following the keyword create.
Hence in the case of the example the imported signature consists of the sorts nat and bool, and of the operations =~at, true, false; the exported signature moreover contains the sort list and the operations c, o, C. Per definition the value of the funetor is the free extension of its argument, whenever this extension is persistent; otherwise, the value of the functor is undefined. As the functor is applicable to each algebra of its domain and not only to the (intented) algebra consisting of natural numbers and booleans, the sorts and operations of the imported signature of a specification behave like parameters. For this reason an atomic specification constitutes a specification of a parameterized algebra (in the sense of [32] ). Note that the example is a "didactical" one: in a practical version of OBSCURE -such as the one used in the specification environment described in Section 6. Informally, the carrier set of sort list is the term language generated by the constructors, i.e. by the operations labeled eonstr. The semantics of the constructors is the Herbrand interpretation; the semantics of the other operations (in this case E) is defined by the corresponding recursive programs. A precise definition of the algorithmic specification method may be found in [24] . Note that the interpretation of such a specification is always a total functor. Clearly, the method has similarities to the corresponding constructs of programming languages such as Miranda [34] or Standard ML [28] .
Modules
In order to be able to refer to a specification it is necessary to give it a name. in which each occurrence of el and Eq is replaced by nat and =,,~ respectively. Hence, in our example the instantiations NATLIST and LIST (sorts nat, opns _ =,~,t -: nat x nat --~ bool) happen to denote the same specification. Note again that a practical version of OB-SCURE allows abbreviations such as LIST (sorts nat, opns =,~at).
In general a module may have several parameters each of which may be a sort or an operation. These sorts and operations must be among the imported sorts and operations. The difference between the imported sorts and operations that are parameters and those that are not, is methodological and pragmatical. Methodologically, module parameters have to do with reusability in that they allow to "reuse" specifications "stored" in a "library". On the other hand, sorts and operations that are not module parameters have to do with refinement in that they have still to be specified. Pragmatically, an instantiation of a module results in the (automatic) renaming of only those imported sorts and operations that are parameters. Note that the parameter passing mechanism for OBSCURE modules is a purely syntactical concept : the actual parameters are substituted for the formal ones in the text of the specification. By the way, OBSCURE module parameters are sorts and/or operations while in most specification languages parameters are modules themselves; in other words, in OBSCURE the interface between modules is realized by lists of sorts and operations rather than by modules.
Note that arbitrary specifications --and not only atomic ones--may be turned into modules.
The language constructs
We now want to examine the different constructs of the specification language OB-SCURE. The constructs performing union, composition, renaming and forgetting are classical and are provided by nearly any specification language. The constructs eaxioms and i-axioms allow to express semantical constraints. The constructs subset and quotient yield subalgebras and quotient algebras respectively. These different constructs are now very informally discussed. For more precision the reader is referred to Section 4.
Consider again the module NATLIST specifying lists of natural numbers. Let similarly NATSTRING be a module specifying strings of natural numbers. The union of their specifications is denoted NATLIST + NATSTRING and specifies lists of natural numbers and strings of natural numbers. More precisely, the imported signature of the specification NATLIST + NATSTRING is the union of the imported signatures of NATLIST and NATSTRING --and similarly for the exported signature. The union of two specifications is consistent only under certain conditions. For instance, if a name (of a sort or an operation) occurs in both the exported signature of NATLIST and the exported signature of NATSTRING it must have the same meaning in both specifications in order to avoid an ambiguity ("name clash") in the exported signature of the union. It will be shown that these different consistency conditions are satisfied under certain simple syntactical conditions, viz. the context conditions (see Section 4.1.2). A graphical representation of the union of two specifications may be found in Fig. 1 (a) . Again, it is possible to turn the specification resulting from the union into a module, e.g. . Graphical illustration of a few constructs of the kernel language of OBSCURE. In this illustration a specification is represented by a box. The arrows entering a box represent its imported sons and operations, those leaving a box represent its exported sorts and operations. A dotted line represents an inherited sort or operation. Each of the symbols a, b,..., f, g stands for a sort or an operation.
Consider again the module NATLIST. Remember that the imported signature consists of the sort nat, the operation =~mt and the sort bool together with some boolean operations. Let now NAT be a module specifying the natural numbers such that its exported signature coincides with the imported signature of NATLIST; its imported signature contains the sort bool together with some boolean operations. The composition
NATLIST o NAT is a specification, the exported signature of which is that of NATLIST and the imported signature of which is that of NAT. Hence composition corresponds to a refinement step: some of the imported (i.e
. not yet specified) sorts and operations of NATLIST are fixed by the specification NAT. As for the union --as well as for the constructs discussed below --composition may only be applied if certain context conditions are satisfied. A graphical representation of the construct is in Fig. 1 (b) . Forgetting (or: hiding) allows to get rid of some exported sorts and operations. For instance the specification NATLIST forget opns _ o _ : list x nat --~ list is identical with NATLIST except for the fact that its exported signature no longer contains the operation o (see Fig. l(c) ).Forgetting a sort implies forgetting additionally all operations in which this sort occurs. Of course, it is possible to forget sorts or operations from the exported signature only. As it is possible to forget exported sorts and operations that are inherited the construct may yield specifications the imported signature of which is no longer a subset of the exported one.
It is possible to rename sorts and operations from the imported or the exported signature using constructs characterized by the keywords i-rename and e-rename as illustrated in Fig. l In fact, by notational convention the actual parameters of an instantiation may be omitted if they happen to be identical with the formal ones. Note that OBSCURE does not fix the logic of the formulas. For the imported axioms of the above example we have implicitly chosen this logic to be first-order predicate logic with equality. As a result =, D and A are not operations of sort bool but are the connectives of predicate logic. Semantically, this module is identical with the module LIST except for the following: the functor representing the meaning of the specification is undefined when applied to an (imported) algebra that fails to satisfy the axioms, i.e. in which Eq is not (interpreted as) an equivalence relation. From a practical point of view the construct of imported axioms obliges the user of the module AXLIST to prove that the axioms hold in the algebra that is effectively imported. In the course of the design of a (complete) specification the user will reach a point where he will know sufficient properties of this algebra to be able to prove (or disprove) this property. For instance, in the "frame" of the specification AXLIST (sorts nat, opns =,,,~) o NAT the proof consists in showing that the operation =,~at specified by the module NAT constitutes an equivalence relation. If the proof succeeds, i.e. if the specification NAT satisfies the required property, the specification AXLIST(...) o NAT is correct in the sense that the axioms are satisfied or, in other words, that the functor representing the meaning of AXLIST(...) o NAT is defined whenever the functor defining the meaning of NAT is. For a more precise notion of semantically correct specifications and a treatment of the problem of verification the reader is referred to Section 4.3. Clearly the construct of imported axioms bears strong similarities to a precondition of an imperative program.
The next construct is the construct of exported axioms and is characterized by the keyword e-axioms. While imported axioms are required to be formulas of the imported signature, exported axioms must be formulas of the exported signature. The construct may be used to certify that the data type specified satisfies a given property. It consequently bears similarities to a postcondition of an imperative program. A trivial specification illustrating the use of the construct is the following one: From a theoretical point of view the construct again restricts the domain of the functor representing the meaning of LIST. From a practical point of view, the user has to prove that the axioms hold in the exported algebra. Again, these notions will be made more precise in Section 4.3. The constructs subset and quotient build subalgebras and quotient algebras respectively and are typical for OBSCURE. While they are interesting by themselves they increase the expressive power of the language in the case in which the atomic specifications are algorithmic ones or pieces of code of a programming language. In order to illustrate these constructs we first enrich the module AXLIST with five operations performing conditional insertion (Insert), deleting an element from a list (Delete) or checking whether a list is a sublist of another list (C_), whether it contains duplicates (Nodup) or whether it contains the same elements as another list (Ev Informally, the subset construct removes from the carrier set all multisets with duplicates. Clearly, this construction is semantically sound only if all operations respect the property Nodup. The operation Insert, for instance, has to yield a multiset without duplicates when applied to a multiset without duplicates. For this reason it was necessary to remove the operation o. Again, a formula expressing the consistency of the construct may be effectively constructed [24] .
For reasons of expressiveness the subset and quotient constructs can not be dispensed with when the atomic specifications are drawn up according to, for instance, the algorithmic specification method. In the case of algebraic specifications the effect of these constructs may be simulated within the atomic specification by additional equations such as
We nevertheless feel that even for these specifications the use of the subset and quotient constructs may be helpful, because they build subalgebras and quotient algebras in a more explicit and --in some sense --more constructive way.
Some more examples
We close the informal presentation of OBSCURE by some more examples illustrating the expressive power of the language. Depending of its background knowledge the reader may prefer to skip this section and return to it after having read the Sections 3 to5. In other words, export parameters perform an "automatic" export renaming. Such export renamings may be useful to avoid name clashes -as will be illustrated in the next example. For more precision the reader is referred to Section 5.5 treating the export parameter mechanism and to Section 5.6 treating operation overloading. The data type "pair of elements" may be specified by: Along the same lines one may write a module defining, for instance, pairs of pairs of lists of natural numbers, or a module defining pairs of lists of natural numbers together with pairs of lists of strings. Note that in the latter case the required renamings are "automatic" --provided the corresponding actual export parameters have been chosen different.
It is not difficult to derive from the module PAIR a module defining finite maps. To this end it is sufficient to make sure that for any two different carriers (el, e2) and (~/1,e~) of sort pair it is the case that ~l 5 ~ e'~. This may be obtained by the subset construct --as explained in Section 2.3. Again, it is necessary to first add the required operations and then to forget the operation [_: _] in order to be able to satisfy the closure condition.
Semantical constraints may also be written in the form of a module, viz. an "identity" module with imported axioms: module EQUIVALENCE (sorts el, opns Eq) is atomspee import sorts el opns Eq : el x el ---+ bool endatom i-axioms vardec e, e', e" : el
Eq(e,e) = true Eq(e,e') = true D Eq(e',e) = true Eq(e,e') = true A Eq(e',e") = true D Eq(e,e") = true endmodule
As this module creates neither sorts nor operations its exported signature coincides with the imported one. Hence the module defines an identity functor, the domain of which is restricted to those algebras in which Eq is an equivalence relation. Finally module EQLIST (sorts el, opns Eq) (sorts list, opns ~) is LIST o EQUIVALENCE endmodule specifies lists of elements with an equivalence relation (cf. the module AXLIST of Section 2.3).
Basic notions
Most of the notions and notation introduced in this section are classical (cf. [10, 9] ). As a difference the notion of an operation name is replaced by the notion of an operation; the latter is defined as an operation name together with an arity. This allows to better bridge the gap between the algebraic notion and its syntax in a specification language -especially when this language allows operation overloading.
Algebras

3.I.1. Syntax
We start from two not further specified notions: the notion of a sort and the notion of an operation name. 
. x A(sk) -,. A(sk+l).
The class of all S-algebras is denoted Alg S.
Let S C Z ~ be signatures and let A be a S~-algebra. The S-algebra obtained by restriction of A to the signature S is denoted A ] S.
Functors
A functor signature is a pair (Zi, for each algebra A C AlgE~ from the domain of F:
for each inherited sort or operation c E Si f~ S~:
F(A)(c) = A(c).
Informally, the persistency condition expresses that the meaning of any inherited sort or operation e has the same meaning in the imported algebra and the exported algebra.
Functors are used to model the semantics of non-loose OBSCURE specifications.
A generalization for loose specifications will be briefly discussed in Section 7.
Note that we did not exclude the case of the functor with an empty domain. Of course, from a practical point of view this functor is meaningless.
Category theorists should note that these functors are functors without morphism part (cf. [33] ). 
Signature morphisms
. x as(sk )~as(s))
for some operation name n'.
Informally, a signature morphism "renames" the signature S while respecting the arities of the operations.
If a : S---+S' is a signature morphism and A a S'-algebra, the a-reduct of A is the E-algebra A ] a defined by
(A i a)(c) = A(a(c))
for each sort and operation c E S.
Renaming pairs
In most specification languages signature morphisms are described by so-called renaming pairs indicating the correspondence between the old and the new names. While the underlying ideas are simple their formalization is tedious. Let S be a signature. (i) sl,. ,sk,ol,...,ol are from S;
A renaming pair (on the signature S) is of the form
(ii) the sorts st,..., sa are pairwise different;
(iii) the operations ol,. 9 9 o/ are pairwise different; (iv) for each i, 1 < i < k, the following holds:
if the arity of oi is tl x ... Informally, the condition (iv) expresses that the sorts of the new operations are already correctly renamed. It is understood that the keyword sorts may be omitted if k = O. A similar remark holds for opns.
Associating signature morphisms to renaming pairs
We now associate to each renaming pair a signature morphism. Again, the idea is simple but its formalization tedious. Let 7r be a renaming pair 
~ t) 6 0 ~ (p >_ O).
Note that S" contains the complete signature S. At the expense of some more technicalities we could have defined S" more judiciously, thus making (r surjective.
Subalgebras, quotient algebras
We now introduce two constructions yielding subalgebras and quotient algebras respectively. They constitute special cases of the classical ones (see e.g. [10] ) in that they "act" on a single sort.
Subalgebras
Let S be a signature and A a S-algebra. Let further s be a sort from S and P a subset of the carrier set A(s). The subalgebra generated by the algebra A and the set P is the S-algebra B defined by:
(i) for each sort t from S:
(ii) for each operation o = (n : tl x ... x tk ~ tk+l) from S:
It is well-known that B is effectively an algebra only if the algebra A satisfies the following closure condition: 
. ,ak c B(t~.) and A(o)(al,... ,ak) is defined}
Informally, the closure condition expresses that elements from the subset are mapped into elements of the subset.
Quotient algebras
Let Z, A and s be as above. Let Q be an equivalence relation in the carrier set A(s).
In order to simplify the wording of the definitions it is useful to provide the other carrier sets with an equivalence relation as well, viz. with the identity relation:
for all sorts t from Z:
The quotient algebra generated by the algebra A and the equivalence relation Q is the Z-algebra B defined by:
(i) for each sort t from Z':
B(t) = {b~] I a e A(t)}
(where [a] denotes the equivalence class of a generated by Qt); (ii) for each operation o = (n : tl x ... • t~: ---, tk+l) from Z (k >_ 0):
It is well-known that B is effectively an algebra only if the algebra A satisfies the following congruence condition: Informally, the condition expresses that equivalent arguments lead to equivalent values.
Logic
Some language constructs of OBSCURE make use of formulas. An example is the "construct of imported axioms" that allows to express parameter constraints. In OB-SCURE the choice of the logic to which these formulas belong is left pending. We merely assume that for any signature S this logic satisfies the following properties: If partial operations are allowed, possible logics are, for instance, LCF [27] or the logic presented in [24] . Note that the conditions (i) through (iii) are satisfied by any institution [15] .
Atomic specifications
Informally, an atomic specification is a specification of a parameterized algebra obtained by specification-in-the-small according to one of the numerous specification methods.
Formally, an atomic specification is a not further specified mathematical object that is characterized syntactically by a functor signature and semantically by a functor for this signature (in the sense of Section 3.2). Note that the functor has to satisfy the persistency condition of Section 3.2.
Let us now illustrate at the hand of two examples how classical specification methods may be adapted to these definitions. An (atomic) specification drawn up according to the algorithmic specification method defines a functor in the sense of Section 3.2 by its very definition [24] . Moreover, this functor is total.
Consider now the case of an atomic specification drawn up according to the algebraic specification method with (conditional) equational logic. Classically, such a specification is interpreted as a functor (in the sense of category theory), say 5, mapping each algebra of the imported signature into its free extension (see e.g. [10] ). In general, this functor does not satisfy the persistency condition of Section 3.2. A simple way to comply with this condition is to restrict the domain of the functor 5 r to those algebras A, for which )C(A) is a strongly persistent extension (in the sense of, say, [10] ) of the algebra A. By the way, this restriction may be fatal in that the resulting functor may be empty. This point will be shortly discussed in Section 4.3.4.
It is important to realize that being a language for specification-in-the-large OB-SCURE fixes neither the syntax nor the semantics of atomic specifications. As indicated above it is merely assumed that an atomic specification stands for a functor. Hence the logic used "inside" atomic specifications may be different from the logic used in the language constructs dealt with in Section 3.5. A specification in OBSCURE may, for instance, contain atomic specifications drawn up according to the algebraic specification method with equational logic, and use first-oder predicate logic in its language constructs -as was illustrated in some examples of Section 2.
The kernel language
The kernel language constitutes a subset of OBSCURE for two reasons. First, it contains only "basic" constructs. Second, it introduces specifications, not modules (in the sense of Section 1).
The kernel language defined here is for specifications with non-loose semantics. A generalization for specifications with loose semantics is treated in Section 7.
As already mentioned in Section 3.6 and Section 3.5 the description of the kernel language is "parameterized" for the specification method and the logic. Hence the description is based on a not further defined set of atomic specifications obtained by specification-in-the-small, and on a not further defined logic. It is merely assumed that the specification method according to which the atomic specifications have been drawn up, associates with each atomic specification a functor signature and a functor (cf. Section 3.6). Moreover, it is assumed that the logic satisfies the conditions of Section 3.5.
Syntax
The kernel language is defined as a language of specifications. Its syntax is defined in a classical way by a context-free grammar, and by context conditions defining a subset of the language defined by this grammar.
The context-free grammar
In the now following context-free grammar the nonterminals < spec >, < atomspec >, < lso > and <formula > stand for "specification", "atomic specification", "list of sorts and operations" and " set of formulas" respectively.
(R4) e-rename < lso > as < lso >) I (R5) i-rename < lso > as < lso >) I (R6) e-axioms <formula >)l (R7) i-axioms <formula >)l (R8) subset of < sort> by <formula >) (R9) quotient of < sort> by <formula >) (R10) < Iso > ::= sorts < ls >, opns < lo > t sorts < ls > I opns < lo > <Is> ::= <sort> I <ls>, <sort> <lo> ::= <operation> ] <lo>, <operation> <operation> ::= <operation name> : ~ <sort> ] < operation name > : < ls > ~ < sort > The non-terminals < atomspec > and <formula > represent a set of atomic specifications and a set of sets of formulas (cf. Sections 3.6 and 3.5). They are not further defined in order to account for the fact that OBSCURE is parameterized for the specification method and the logic. The non-terminals < sort > and < operation name > are not further defined in order to avoid fixing notational details that are irrelevant at this stage of the description.
The bracket pairs in the right-hand sides of the rules (R2) to (R10) may be dropped whenever no ambiguity arises as well as in the case of left associativity.
The context conditions
The context conditions define a subset of the context-free language introduced above. This language is called the kernel language of OBSCURE; its sentences are called specifications.
As the context conditions make use of the functor signature, it is appropriate to simultaneously define a function, say S, mapping the specifications of the kernel language into their functor signatures. The function S is called the signature function. We define the notation $~ and $~ by
S(m) = (Si(m), S~(m))
for any specification m of the kernel language.
The now following inductive definition of the set of specifications constituting the kernel language and of the signature function S follows the pattern of the context-free rules (R1) to (R10). The context conditions are marked with (i), (ii) ..... Their main role is to make sure that the values of the function S are functor signatures. The intuitive meaning of the different context conditions is commented after Definition 1. The definition of the signature function is illustrated in Fig. 1 . By the way, Definition 1 defines the kernel language completely and thus makes the context-flee rules (R1) to (R10) superfluous.
Definition 1. (Syntax of the kernel language)
The set of all specifications constituting the kernel language and the signature function S are defined inductively as follows." (1) The significance of these context conditions becomes clear in the proofs of Theorem 1 and 2. We now shortly comment on the most "difficult" ones. The context condition (2)(i) expresses that a sort or operation exported by both m~ and ra2 is inherited (in the sense of Section 3.2) by ral and m2. The condition (2)(ii) expresses that a sort or operation exported by ml and imported by m2 is inherited by ml. The condition (2)(iii) is similar. The condition (3)(ii) expresses that a sort or operation exported by mj and imported by m2 is inherited by rnl and ra2. The condition (5)(ii) avoids name clashes within the exported signature. Similarly, (5)(iii) avoids clashes between the new exported names and the imported ones. The condition (6)(iii) allows to rename only imported sorts and operations. Note that contrasting with the preceding construct the renaming has not to be injective on ,9~(rn), i.e. different names may be given the same new name; the utility of this possibility will become clear in the discussion of the parameter passing mechanism for modules in Section 5.2: it must be possible that different formal parameters get the same actual value. The condition (6)(iv) avoids clashes between the new imported names and the (new) non-inherited exported ones. Note that according to condition (6)(i) the renaming pair is on the signature ,~i(m) but the signature morphism on the signature $i(m) U Se(ra). This accounts for the fact that the renaming of a sort from $~(m) may modify the arity of an operation from $~(m) \ $i(m). Finally, the condition (6)(ii) expresses that the renaming does not lead to name clashes between the non-inherited exported operations. (Remember that the renaming of an imported sort may modify the arity of a non-inherited exported operation). The conditions (9)(ii) and (10)(ii) refer to the construction of subalgebras and quotient algebras in Section 3.4 and Section 3.5. The following theorem states that the context conditions guarantee that the range of the signature function $ consists of functor signatures. The proof of the theorem may be found in Appendix 2.
Semantics
The semantics of the kernel language is defined denotationally. More precisely, a function J~/ called meaning function is introduced that maps each specification of the kernel language into a functor. Theorem 2 states that the values of the meaning function M resulting from the now following Definition 2 are effectively functors satisfying the persistency condition of Section 3.2. The definition of .a,4 is along the same pattern as the definition of the signature function ,9 in Definition 1: the cases (1) to (10) and the notation correspond to those of Definition 1. In order to abbreviate the definition we use the following shorthand notation for the cases (2) to (10): instead of "for all algebras A e Alg$~,l :
we write "M(n)(A) = E iff C".
Definition 2. (Semantics of the kernel language)
The meaning of the function M is defined inductively as follows:
(
1) for each atomic specification at, M(at) is the functor associated with this atomic specification according to Section 3.6;
(2) (Union)
M(rnl + m2)(A)= M(ml)(Al8~(ml))U M(m2)(A[8i(m2)) iff JV4(ml)(A I 8i(ml)) and J~(r~2)(A ] 8i(rnz)) at'e both defined 5; (3) (Composition) M(Tr~I o rr~z)(A) = JD/(rr~l)(M(rrzz)(A))
iff .Ad(mz)(A) and A,4(ml)(M(m2)(A)) are both defined; (4) (Forgetting)
M(m forget Iso)(A) = Jk4(m)(A) ] (S~(m) \ lso) iff .M(m)(A) is defined; (5) (Export renaming)
M(m e-rename lsol as Iso2)(A) = M(m)(A) I cr-I tff .AA(m)(A) is defined--where ~7 is the signature morphism on Be(m) induced by the renaming pair (lsol, lso2); (6) (Import renaming) AA(m i-rename lsol as lso2)(A) is defined iff M(m)(A ] (c~ I 8i(m))) is defined --where ~r is the signature morphism on 8i(m)t5 8~(m) induced by the renaming pair (lsol, lso2); in this case M(rn i-rename lsol as lso2)(A) is the cr(8~(rn))-algebra given by M(m i-rename Isol as lso2)(A)(~r(so)) = AA(m)(A ] (or I 8,i(m)))(so)
where so is a sort or operation ftvm 8~,(rn);
(7) (Export axioms) AA(m e-axioms w)(A) = M(m)(A) iff AA(m)(A) is defined and M(m)(A) ~ w; (8) (Import axioms) M(m i-axioms w)(A) = M(m)(A)
tff.A4ffn)(A) is defined and A ~ w; (9) (Subalgebra)
A//(m subset of s by w)(A) = the subalgebra generated by the algebra M(m)(A) and the subset of the carrier set M(m)(A)(s) defined by the property w iff jVl(m)(A) is defined and the algebra A/I(m)(A) satisfies the closure condition of Section 3.4.1; (10) (Quotient algebra) M(m quotient of s by w)(A) = the quotient algebra generated by the algebra M(rn)(A) and the relation Q in the carrier set .M(m)(A)(s) defined by the set of formulas w iff M(ru)(A) is defined, Q is an equivalence relation and M(m)(A) satisfies the congruence condition of Section 3.4.2.[2
We now shortly comment on this definition. The cases (2) and (3) In the cases (7) and (8) the domain of the functor is restricted to those (imported) algebras that lead the formulas of w to be satisfied. In other words, logical inconsistencies are avoided by restricting the domain of the functor. The cases (9) and (10) are best illustrated by the modules SETS and MULTISETS of Section 2.3.
The following theorem states that the definition of the meaning function is consistent and, in particular, that its range consists of functors satisfying the persistency condition of Section 3.2.
Theorem 2. A//(m) is a functor for the signature 8(m) for each specification m of the kernel language.
The proof of the theorem may be found in Appendix 2. It heavily relies on the context conditions of Definition 1.
Verification
The construct of exported axioms and, indirectly, the constructs of subalgebra and quotient algebra put semantical constraints on the specification to which they are applied. More precisely, a specification such as
e-axioms w requires that M(~O(A) b w
for all algebras A of the functor domain. In the definition of the semantics of m eaxioms w logical inconsistencies were avoided by judiciously restricting the domain of the functor M(rn) (see Definition 2 (7)). While this solution is theoretically sound it is unsatisfactory from a practical point of view. In fact, the domain of the functor may even be reduced to the empty set thus yielding an empty functor --and a "meaningless" specification.
To avoid this state of affairs we introduce a notion of verification. To this end we associate with each specification 'm a predicate C(Tz0 called "correctness predicate". We will show that the three constructs mentioned above do not restrict the functor domain whenever the correctness predicate holds. In that case the specification is called correct.
A correct specification does not necessarily define a total functor. In fact, the domain of the functor may be restricted explicitly by the construct of imported axioms and implicitly by atomic specifications. Hence the correctness of a specification has to be defined with respect to these "import constraints".
We now define these different notions formally: Section 4.3.1 introduces the (syntactical) notion of import constraints, Section 4.3.2 the (semantical) notion of correctness and Theorem 3 of Section 4.3.3 states the property of correct specifications.
Import constraints
We first consider the case of atomic specifications. The case of arbitrary specifications is treated in Definition 3.
A set of import constraints of an atomic specification is simply a set of formulas for its import signature. In other words, any subset of WFF(8i(at)) constitutes a set of import constraints of the atomic specification at.
Import constraints of an atomic specification are intended to constitute a sufficient condition for its persistency (in the sense of [10, 9] ). This intention will be formalized as a verification condition in Definition 4 of Section 4.3.2, viz. as the verification condition (VI).
Of course, an arbitrary set of import constraints is not likely to satisfy this verification condition. The problem of finding an "appropriate" set of import constraints for an atomic specification will be shortly discussed in Section 4.3.4.
We now define the notion of import constraints for an arbitrary specification. (10) (Quotient algebra)As for (9) . [] Note that for a specification m the set Z(m) is not unique but depends on the (choice for the) sets Zo(at).
The correctness predicate
The correctness predicate is also defined inductively. The definition is made for a given set of import constraints. 
Definition 4. (Correctness predicate)
Let m be an arbitrary specification of the kernel language. Let Z(m) be a set of import constraints of the specification m. The correctness predicate C(ra) of the specification m for the set Z(m) is defined inductively as follows: (1)for each atomic specification at, C(aO holds iff for all A E Algs~(at) : ] if A ~ Z(at) i (V1) then A4(A)(at) is defined; (2) (Union) C(ml + me) holds iff C(ml) holds and C(m2) holds; (3) (Composition) C(ml o m2) holds iff C(ml) holds and C(m2) holds and for all A E Algs~(.~2) : ] ifA ~ ~(m2) / (V2) and if AA(m2)(A) is defined then A4(m2)(A) ~ Z(ml); (4) (Forgetting) C(m forget lso) holds iff C(m) holds; (5) (Export renaming) C(m e-rename Isol as Iso2) holds iff C(ra) holds; (6) (Import renaming) As for (5); (7) (Export axioms) C(rn e-axioms w) holds iff C(m) holds and for all A E Al9s~(,~) " if A h Z(m) and if .M(m)(A) is defined (V3) then M(rn)(A) ~ w; (8) (Import axioms) C(m i-axioms w) holds iff C(m) holds," (9) (Subalgebra) C(m subset of s by w) holds iff C(m) holds
[] (v5)
Informally, the condition (V1) expresses that the formulas of 2Z(at) guarantee the persistency of the atomic specification at. The condition (V2) expresses that the import constraints 77(rn2) of m2 are strong enough to meet the import constraints 2-(mi) of ml. Similarly, (V3) expresses that the import constraints 2-(m) are strong enough to meet the export axioms w. A similar remark holds for the conditions (V4) and (V5).
Note that in order to prove that a specification is correct it is sufficient to prove the conditions (V 1) through (V5). For this reason these conditions are called verification conditions.
It is interesting to note that the conditions "if M(..)(..) is defined" occurring in the verification conditions (V2) to (V5) are always satisfied and are therefore superfluous. This directly results from the now following Theorem 3.
The correctness theorem
We are now able to state the property of correct specifications.
Theorem 3. Let m be an arbitrary specification of the kernel language. Let Z(m) be a set of import constraints of m and let C(m) be the corresponding correctness predicate. If C(m) holds, then for all algebras A E Algs~,~: if A ~ Z(m) then M(m)(A) is defined.
The proof of the theorem is in Appendix 2.
As will be discussed in Section 7 the ultimate goal of a specifier is to obtain a specification of an algebra or, more precisely, a specification the imported signature of which is empty. This explains the practical interest of the following Corollary. Let us first consider the case of atomic specifications drawn up according to the algorithmic specification method. As such a specification defines a total functor no "constraint" is required and one may choose the set of import constraints to be the empty set.
When the specification method used is an algebraic or axiomatic one the problem is less trivial. First, it may be difficult to find a sufficient condition warranting the persistency of the atomic specification. Second, it may be difficult or even impossible to express this condition in the logic used. Consider, for example, the first atomic specification of Section 2.1. It specifies lists of natural numbers and has been drawn up according to the algebraic specification method with initial semantics. It is persistent for any algebra A of the imported signature for which A(true) and A(false) are the only carriers of sort bool. This condition can, for instance, be expressed in first-order predicate logic but not in equational logic.
The full language
The kernel language described above is too elementary for practical use. In particular, it has no module concept, it possesses constructs --such as the construct of composition --that are too primitive, it leads to a clumsy notation and it does not allow strong typing of terms. The full language OBSCURE is intended to avoid these deficiencies. While it contains the kernel language as a subset it possesses one more syntactical class, viz. the class of modules. Remember that a module is essentially a specification provided with a name.
A context free grammar of the full language OBSCURE that does not take into account the syntactical sugar of Section 5.4 may be found in Appendix 1.
Modules
The kernel language is first extended by a concept for non-parameterized modules. The case of parameterized modules is delayed until Section 5.2.
The goal is to introduce the concept of a module and to generalize the notion of a specification by adding a new construct, viz. module instantiation. To this end it is necessary to introduce the notion of an environment. Informally, an environment consists of the modules already introduced. As a module consists of a specification provided with a name, an environment may be viewed as a function mapping names into specifications.
Syntax
The context-free grammar of the kernel language is augmented by two rules: <module> :: = module <name> is < spec > endmodule (M 1) <spec> :: = <name> (Rll) They correspond to module declarations and module instantiations respectively. The definition of the non-terminal < name > is left pending.
The context conditions now moreover depend on the environment in which the syntactical unit occurs. In other words, the set of all (syntactically correct) modules and the set of all (syntactically correct) specifications are defined with respect to an environment. In order to cope with this new situation, the signature function S of Section 4.1.2 is generalized in a classical way: instead of mapping specifications into module signatures the function ,_q now maps the specifications into functions which in their turn map environments into signatures. Informally:
S "specifications ~ (environments --~ functor signatures)
An environment is defined as a function mapping names into specifications. In order to avoid circularity in the definitions we will define the set of all modules, the set of all specifications and the set of all environments by simultaneous induction. In this way we moreover avoid the introduction of "non-hierarchical" environments, i.e. environments containing specifications with "recursive" instantiations. This restriction has a practical implication: a specifier may instantiate already existing modules only. We will make this comment more precise in Section 5.1.3.
We are now able to express the context conditions for the rules (M1) and (R11) and to update those for the rules (R1) to (R10). More precisely, Definition 5 constitutes a generalization of Definition I (Section 4.1.2) and defines the set of all modules, the set of all specifications, the set of all environments and the signature function by simultaneous induction. 
(Rl l ) (Module instantiation) tfn is a name, env an environment and if (i) env(r~) is defined then -n is a specification for the environment env -8(n)(env) = 8(env(n))(env), []
Informally, context condition (M1)(i) expresses that the name n is "new". The context condition (R11)(i) requires that the module name already "exists".
Semantics
The effect of a module declaration module n is m endmodule is to bind the name n to the specification m. As a side-effect the pair (n, m) is added to the environment. We dispense with a formal description of these facts. The semantics of a specification, i.e. the meaning function 3,l, is generalized in the same way as the signature function 8 above. Informally:
A,'[ : specifications --4 (environments ~ functor)
We adopt the shorthand notation of Definition 2 (Section 4.2) as well as the notation of the context conditions above.
Definition 6. The meaning function WI is defined inductively: (R1) to (RIO) As for (1) to (10) of Definition 2, but with all expressions of the form A4(m)(A) replaced by Wl(m)(env )(A). (Rll) (Module instantiation)
M(n)(env)(A) = AA(env(n))(env)(A) iff Jvf(env(n))(env)(A) is defined. []
Comments
It is not difficult to generalize the Theorems 1, 2 and 3 of Section 4. Note in particular that by context condition (M 1)(i) each environment is a function, By context condition (R11)(i) the values of S(n)(env) and Ad(n)(env)(A) in the Definitions 3 and 4 are well-defined as may be proved easily by induction on the environment env. Note that the environments defined in Definition 5 are hierarchical in the following sense. Consider the graph the nodes of which are the names of the modules; an arrow leads from a name m to a name n if and only if the specification of m contains an instantiation of the module n. This graph is acyclic.
Parameterized modules
Informally, a module declaration and a module instantiation now both contain a list of sorts and/or a list of operations. These lists may be viewed as the formal and actual parameter lists respectively. Together they constitute a renaming pair that may be used in an import renaming construct. This import renaming constitutes the parameter passing mechanism for modules -as will be explained below.
Formally, the context free grammar is extended by two rules: <module> ::= module <module name>(<lso>) is < spec > endmodule (M2) < spec> ::= < module name >(< lso >) (R 12) An example of a module declaration is (cf. Section 2): module LIST (sorts el, opns Eq : el x el ~ bool) is ... endmodule A corresponding instantiation is:
LIST (sorts nat, opns _ =nat -: nat • nat -+ bool)
An environment now maps names into pairs consisting of a specification and a list of sorts and operations. This list represents the formal parameter list of the module.
Definition 5 remains valid but is extended by the two following cases called (M2) and (R12) respectively: (M2) (Module declaration with parameters) if zz is a name, lso a list of sorts and operations and rr~ a specification for the environment env and if (i) env(zO is undefined (ii) the sorts of lso are pairwise different (iii) the operations of lso are pairwise different (iv) the sorts and operations of lso are all from Si(rr~)(env ) then -module n(lso) is m endmodule is a module for the environment env. []
Informally, the conditions (ii) and (iii) entitle Iso to be the first element of a renaming pair. The condition (iv) allows this renaming pair to be used in an import renaming construct.
(R12) (Module instantiation with parameters) if ,n is a name, lso a list of sorts and operations, and if (i) env(rO is defined; put env(zO = (m, lso') (ii) (lso', lso) constitutes a renaming pair on the signature Si(rn)(env); call p the signature morphism on the signature Si(rr~)(env )USe (m)(env ) induced by (Iso', lso) (iii) the signature morphism p is injective on the operations of S,~(rrz)(env ) \ $i(m)(env) (iv) the sorts and operations of lso' are all from Si(rn)(env) (v) p(so) ~ p(Sc(rrz)(env) \ Si(rn)(env)) for each sort or operation so of Si(rrz )( env ) then -r~(Iso) is a specification for the environment env -$(r~(lso))(env) = $(m i-rename lso' as lso)(env) where rn and Iso' are defined by env(n) = (rrz, lsol). []
Informally, the conditions (ii) to (v) allow the use of lso' and lso in an import renaming construct (see Definition 1 (6) It is interesting to note that the use of parameters is essentially an elegant way to express a renaming of imported sorts and operations. Hence, from a semantical point of view the difference between parameters on the one hand and imported sorts and operations that are not parameters on the other hand merely lies in the fact that the former are renamed "automatically". On the other hand, from a methodological point of view this difference is less trivial -as was already noted in Section 1 : parameters of a module have to do with reuseability while imported sorts and operations that are not parameters have to do with refinement.
Macros
A macro is a shorthand notation for a sequence of constructs. Its goal is to simplify the text of specifications. While macros do not increase the expressive power of the language they may be very useful in practice. We restrict ourselves here to the description of a single but very useful macro. Other macros for OBSCURE may be found in [13] .
The context conditions of the composition construct are particularly stringent: for (ml o m2)
to be correct it is required that 8e(m2) = &(ml) (see Definition 1(3)). We therefore introduce a more liberal construct called the construct of liberal composition and denoted as
Formally this new construct is defined as a macro, i.e. as a shorthand notation for a sequence of constructs. Let for any signature S denote a specification defining the (total) identity functor for the functor signature (L', s By definition stands for with 51, Z2 defined by (ml @ m2) ((ml + lz~) o (m2 + 1s2)) ZI = (Se(~VZ2) \ S/(ml)) U {s I 8 is a sort of the arity of an operation of Sr \ $,/(ml)} $2 = (Si(ml) \ Se(m2)) U {s ] s is a sort of the arity of an operation of S~(ml) \ Sp(m2)}, i,e. S1 and S2 are the smallest signatures containing Sr \ S~(rnl) and Si(ml) \ S,(m2) respectively. The context conditions and the semantics of (rnl Q rn2) are of course those of the specification it is a shorthand for. The reader may check that the context conditions are much less stringent than those of the composition. As a result, using liberal composition instead of (normal) composition may be a great relief for the user. The construct is illustrated in Fig. 2 and may be compared with Fig. l(b) . 
Syntactical sugar
Among the possible abbreviations let us mention the two following ones :
the arity of an operation may be omitted whenever this does not lead to an ambiguity; A further useful notational simplification is described in the now following Section 5.5. Further simplifications may be found in [13] .
Export parameters
Consider again the module declaration of LIST in Section 2. "unite" these instantiations with the construct +, it is necessary to rename at least one of the sorts named list. This requires an export renaming --as illustrated in the module lists-of-nat-and-string of Section 2.3. The idea of export parameters is to provide a means for performing this export renaming automatically at each module instantiation. Informally, export parameters behave like (normal) parameters but induce an export renaming rather than an import renaming.
Formally, we add two context-free rules:
< module > ::= module < module name >(< lso >)(< lso >) is < spec > endmodule 
Strong typing
Most logics introduce a notion of terms and associate with each term one or more sorts. For instance, if the signature contains an operation n : ~ s then n may be defined to be a term of sort s. A term language (over a given signature) is called strongly typed if each term has at most one sort. Now, according to Section 3.1.1 an operation is characterized by its name and its arity. Hence, a signature may contain operations such as n : ---+ s and n : ~ s ~ with s ~ s ~. In that case the term n has two types and the term language over such a signature is not strongly typed.
Some specification languages such as OBJ 3 and PLUSS have made the deliberate choice to do without strong typing. On the other hand strong typing makes the language more robust. For this reason classical imperative languages such as Pascal use strong typing.
The specification language OBSCURE described above is not strongly typed. We now shortly indicate how a mechanism for strong typing may be included into the language. To this end we assume that it is possible to guarantee strong typing by imposing a condition on the signature. Of course, the existence and the nature of such a condition --called typing condition --depends on the (term language of the) logic. A simple but stringent typing condition valid for "classical" logics is that all operations of the signature have different operation names. A more liberal typing condition --called overloading condition --is the following: for any two operations with the same operation name rz and the same number k of arguments there exists i (1 < i < k), such that si 4 tz. A typing condition for a term language allowing prefix, infix and mixfix notation may be found in [13] . When used with a logic equipped with a typing condition OBSCURE may be provided with strong typing by adding for each construct (at most) two context conditions. These context conditions express that the pair of signatures constituting the value of the signature S satisfy the typing condition. For instance, in the case of the union construct (see Definition 1(2)) these context conditions are: 
Using OBSCURE
This section contains some comments on the use of the specification language OB-SCURE in the software design process or, more precisely, in the specification of "real-life" problems.
A design methodology
Suppose one wants to specify an interpreter of an imperative programming language. The specification to be drawn up is the specification of an algebra containing --among others --an operation lnterprete : program x input-data --~ output-data and the sorts program, input-data and output-data. There exist two essentially different ways to obtain such a specification.
In the top-down method --also called refinement method --the user first draws up a specification of the sort program and of the operation lntelprete. Apart from the sorts input-data and output-data this specification imports sorts such as statement that are used in the specification of the operation Interprete. Next the user specifies (in a refinement step) one of these imported sorts --together with the pertaining operations.
In its tum this specification imports sorts and operations. The user continues by specifying these different imported sorts in further refinement steps until he obtains specifications with no imported sorts and operations --such as the specification of the sort bool. In the course of the design the user regularly combines several specifications into a single specification with the help of constructs such as composition and union. The ultimately resulting specification has an empty imported signature and defines the desired algebra (see also the comments preceding Corollary 1).
The bottom-up method starts from specifications with no imported sorts and operations. Principally, it leads to the same specifications as the top-down method but these specifications are obtained in reverse order.
Experience has shown that for non-trivial problems a mixture of both methodologies is useful. Note that in practice the user disposes of a library of "basic" (reusable) specifications or --in the wording of Section 5.1.1 --of an environment of modules. Typical modules of such an environment are those defining booleans, integers, lists or sets.
The verification of a specification may go hand in hand with its design: it consists in verifying the conditions (V1) through (V5) of Definition 4. Remember that to this end a set of formulas --called set of import constraints --has to be associated with each atomic specification that is intended to express its persistency. In case the atomic specifications are drawn up according to the algorithmic specification method the set of import constraints may be empty. The verification condition (V1) of Definition 4 is then trivially satisfied. If moreover the logic used is the one described in [24] the verification conditions (V4) and (V5) may be expressed as formulas that may be generated mechanically (see [24] ).
Note that (loose) requirement specifications of the problem to be specified may be added to an OBSCURE specification in the form of exported axioms. The verification condition (V3) of Definition 4 certifies that the algebra defined is a model of these requirement specifications.
A specification environment
The design of a "real-life" specification by paper and pencil very soon becomes unfeasible because of the large amount of names (of sorts and operations) and of the relative complexity of the context conditions.
For this reason a tool has been developed, called the OBSCURE system [13, 38] . It constitutes a specification environment for OBSCURE. In its present version it prescribes the use of the algorithmic specification method and of the logic described in [24] . It is written in the programming language C and embedded in the Emacs editor.
Essentially, the OBSCURE system consists of a parser, a database and an interpreter. The parser checks the syntax of the specifications including the context conditions. The database constitutes an environment of modules --in the sense of Section 5.1.1. A query language allows, among others, the display of the signature of a module and of the dependency graph of modules. The interpreter allows rapid prototyping. The system accepts infix and mixfix notation, and is able to treat overloading.
Case studies
At the time being two "medium-size" examples have been specified with the help of the OBSCURE system.
The first example is the well-known UNIX data base system, already treated in [3] and [8] . In spite of the fact that the OBSCURE specification uses a different specification language and a different specification method it presents astonishing similarities to these two earlier specifications. As an important difference the OBSCURE specification has been mechanically checked for syntactical correctness and has been tested by rapid prototyping [16] .
A further example is a LEX-like lexicographical scanner [17] that was also treated in [18] .
Concluding remarks
It is easy to generalize OBSCURE for loose specifications or, more precisely, to make OBSCURE accept atomic specifications with loose semantics. Contrasting with Section 3.2 a functor is then defined as a (total) function . Theorem 3 now makes sure that the value of the functor is not the empty set. The interested reader may find this generalized definition in [23] .
As indicated in Section 1 an important feature of OBSCURE is that it handles models rather than theories. This effect is obtained by "encapsulating" the semantics of each module. OBSCURE therefore replaces the problem of persistency by a problem of logical consistency. More precisely, the proof of the semantical correctness of a specification consists of a proof of logical consistency, viz. of the proof that the verification conditions (V1) to (V5) of Definition 4 hold. Actually, OBSCURE does not completely circumvent the persistency problem: the first of these verification conditions expresses the persistency of atomic specifications.
OBSCURE clearly distinguishes between the logic used to express properties of specifications (i. e. the logic used in, for instance, the construct of import axioms) and the logic used to fix the semantics of an atomic specification (e. g. equational logic in the case of algebraic specifications). This distinction is a direct result from the fact that OBSCURE handles models; in particular, atomic specifications contribute by their semantics only. As a result an OBSCURE specification may contain atomic specifications drawn up according to the algebraic specification method using equational logic while using another logic, for instance first-order predicate logic, to express import axioms. A single OBSCURE specification may even contain atomic specifications drawn up according to different specification methods as well as atomic specifications consisting of pieces of code.
Contrasting with specification languages such as OBJ3, PLUSS or SPECTRUM, the specification language OBSCURE clearly distinguishes between terms of sort bool and formulas. This distinction is related to the fact that in OBSCURE the logic is not fixed.
Contrasting with other specification languages the interface between modules is constituted by sorts and/or operations rather than by (other) modules. The same remark holds for parameters. Clearly, this concept is more "atomic" and hence less "abstract". On the other hand, it allows a simpler formulation of the context conditions and of the verification conditions.
In OBSCURE the semantics of a specification has been defined to be a functor mapping algebras of the imported signature into algebras of the exported signature. Equivalently, the semantics of a specification may be defined to be a class of algebras, viz. the class obtained by associating a loose semantics with the imported sorts and operations. Informally, in this view one considers the range of the functor instead of the functor itself. Of course, the introduction of parameterized modules is then less straightforward and requires some additional mathematical machinery.
Instead of defining the construct of subalgebra as a construct modifying algebras or, more precisely, functors, one may think that it is sufficient to define its effect as that of imposing the verification condition (V4) of Definition 4. This condition makes sure that certain carriers never occur as the value of terms, i. e. that they are "junk". Viewed this way the construct of subalgebra is similar to the construct of export axioms in that it merely imposes a condition on the values of the functor. Actually, this alternative view is not equivalent: while the existence of junk carriers is irrelevant as long as one is concerned with the interpretation of terms only, formulas containing universal or existential quantors may lead to different interpretations. A similar remark holds for the construct of quotient algebra.
As indicated above the use of OBSCURE is particularly attractive when the atomic specifications are algorithmic ones. In fact, as indicated in Section 4.3.4 the verification condition (V 1) of Definition 4 is then trivially satisfied and the problem of persistency is completely circumvented. Moreover, an OBSCURE specification is then executable and may be tested by rapid prototyping. Of course, as such a specification represents a single model it constitutes a design specification rather than a requirement specification. Actually, experience shows that a large number of practical problems naturally lead to design specifications [25] or, at least, to specifications that are very similar to design specifications (see e.g. [18] ). On the other hand, requirement specifications may be added to an OBSCURE specification in the form of export axioms --as mentioned in Section 6.1.
The design methodology discussed in Section 6.1 allows the design of a specification for a given problem. Ultimately, the user wants an efficient program. The transformation of specifications into programs is a well-known problem [29, 20] and requires the notion of an implementation. A very general notion of implementation for OBSCURE may be found in [22] .
A calculus is being developed that allows to reduce properties of a specification -such as the verification conditions (V2) to (V5) of Definition 4 -to properties of the atomic specifications contained by the specification [26] . This calculus allows to reduce the problem of verification of a specification to the problem of proving properties of atomic specifications.
The tool described in Section 6.2 is being extended to include the proof system INKA, an induction prover developed at the University of Karlsruhe [35] . This prover is particulary well suited for proofs of properties of algorithmic specifications.
Together with the calculus mentioned above the thus enlarged environment of OB-SCURE is expected to be able to mechanically prove the verification conditions of Definition 4.
APPENDIX 1: A context-free grammar for the full language
The definition of the non-terminals <sort>, <operation name> and <module name> is left pending. The same remark holds for non-terminals such as <list of equalities> and <genuine formula> that depend on the logic. The following rules depend on the specification method: < atomspec > ::= atomspec import < lso > create < lso > semantics < algebraic spec > endatom I atomspec import < lso > create < Isoc > semantics < algorithmic spec > endatom I Before proving the theorems it is useful to introduce three lemmas. The proof of these lemmas is trivial and is left to the reader. signatures. The proof is by induction on the structure of m and follows the scheme of Definition 1.
1. For each atomic specification the property holds by assumption.
(Union)
As 8(ml) U 8(m2) = (Si(ml) U S.i(m2), Se(ml) U Se(m2)) the property results from the induction hypothesis and from Lemma 1.
(Composition).
By induction hypothesis.
(Forgetting).
By induction hypothesis and by the context condition (4)(i). 
(Export renaming)
M(n)(A) = E iff C
and to prove (I) whenever C holds, the expression E yields a Se(n)-algebra as its value;
(II) M(n) satisfies the persistency condition, i. e. for each inherited sort or operation so from Si(n) N 8e(n) it is the case that
M(n)(A)(so) = A(so).
The proposition (I) may be replaced by the following three propositions:
(Ia) whenever C holds, the value of the expression E is well-defined; (Ib) whenever C holds, the value of the expression E is a function --not merely a relation; (Ic) this function is a $~(n)-algebra.
The proof follows the scheme of Definition 2. The application of the induction hypothesis is often implicit.
(Union)
As A is an algebra of signature 8i(•1) U 8i(m2), A ] 8/(//21) is an algebra of signature Si(fnl). Hence the value M(ml)(A I Sz(ml)) is well-defined. A similar remark holds for M(m2)(A I Si(m2)). This proves (Ia).
To prove (Ib) it is sufficient to prove that any sort or operation so ~ S~(ml)n S~(m2) has the same meaning in the algebras M(ml)(A I Si(ml)) and Ad(m2)(A l Si(m2)), i.e.
M(ml)(A I Si(ml))(so ) = M(me)(A l &(rrz2))(so).
By context condition (2)0) one obtains so E 8i(ml) N 8i(rnj. Hence so is an inherited sort of both rrh and m2. By induction hypothesis one obtains M(ml)(A [ 8~(ml))(so) = (A [ 8i(ml))(so) = A(so) and a similar equality for m2. This concludes the proof of (Ib).
(Ic) is a direct consequence of the fact that ~M(rn)(A [ ,Si(ml )) and .AA(m)(A I $i('mj) are algebras.
To prove (II) let so be an inherited sort or operation of (ml + 'm2), i.e. which can be deduced from context conditions (2)(ii) and (2)(iii).
.
(Composition)
(Ia) directly follows from context condition (3)(i). The proofs of (Ib) and (Ic) are immediate with context condition (3)(i).
Let so be an inherited sort or operation of (rrh o m2). Hence so E $i(m2) N S~(ml). By context condition (3)(ii) one obtains so E ,Si(rnl)N Si(m2). Hence (II) holds.
(Forgetting)
The proofs of (Ia), (Ib) and (lc) are immediate.
An inherited sort or operation of (m forget lso) is an inherited one in m. This proves (II).
(Export renaming)
The signature morphism (7 is well-defined by context condition (5) 
It is sufficient to prove that
BOo') = B(so").
We distinguish three cases:
so t and so t' are both inherited in m. In that case B(so') = (A o (if ] Si(m)))(so') by persistency =A(if(so')) and similarity for so". Hence the property results from (c).
so ~ is inherited in .rn but so" is not. Hence so ~ E $~(m) and so ~ E $~(m) \ $i(m). By context condition (6)(iv), (7(so') ~ (7($e(m)\ 3i(~0). Hence (7(so ~) :j (7(so") which contradicts (c). neither so ~ nor so" are inherited in m, i.e. so ~ and so ~ are both from $~(m) \ $~(rn). If so' and so" are sorts, then (7(so ~) = so' and (7(so") = so" by context condition (6)(iii). Hence a(so') 4 (7(so") which contradicts (c). If so r, so" are operations then context condition (6)(ii) implies (7( By definition of C (and B) we have:
C(so) = B(so')
for all so E (7(Sc(rn)) and so' E $~(~r~) with so = (7(so'). be a sort or operation. We have to prove that A(so) = (AA(ra)(A o ((7 I $i(n0)))(8o') (e) for a sort or operation so r E $~(ra) satisfying so = (7(so~). Now we have the obvious inclusion (7(8i(m)) n (7($c(m)) c_ (7(S~(m)) = a(S~(~n)) n S~(.z)) u (7 
(S~(m) \ S~(m)).
By context condition (6)(iv) by persistency of 2t4(rn) yielding (e).
(Export axioms)
.A4(r,z)(A) ~ w is well-defined by context condition (7)(i). This proves (Ia).
The proof of (Ib), (Ic) and (II) are immediate.
. .
5.
(Composition)
We assume that A ~ 2-(ml o m2), i.e. is defined too.
(Export renaming)
We assume that A b (m e-rename lsol as lso2), 1.e. 
(Export axioms)
We assume that A ~ Z(m e-axioms w), i.e.
A ~ IOn).
By induction hypothesis M(m)(A) is defined. Moreover, by the verification condition (V3) of Definition 4
M(m)(A) ~ w.
Hence
